In Yeats's words: 'Maybe the bride-bed brings despair, / For each an imagined image brings / And finds a real image there' ('Solomon and the Witch'). This sense of 'changeling' (OED sb. z) at least partially validates two of the less satisfactory plot elements at the play's latter end-the virginity test, with Diaphanta's consequent impersonation of Beatrice on her wedding-night, and the suspicions thrown on the innocent Antonio and Franciscus as Alonzo's murderers. Diaphanta is a changeling in the sense that she becomes Beatrice's surreptitious substitute as a bride; Franciscus and Antonio are changelings in the sense that they are De Flores's substitutes, unwilling culprits for a crime he committed. Thus Beatrice and De Flores, arch changelings in its primary sense, force others into being changelings (OED sb. 2) on their behalf.
We are left with the OED's universally neglected sense 5, 'The rhetorical figure Hypallage. Obs.' Perhaps obsolescence is the reason why it has been left in obscurity. Yet it is strikingly relevant to the play. It is a rhetorical trope somewhat similar to the modern spoonerism, except that whole words, rather than their initial letters, change places. In The Arte of English Poesie Puttenham calls it 'Hipallage. or the Changeling', and describes it as a 'sort of exchange' of words in their entirety, changing their true construction and application, whereby the sence is quite peruerted and made very absurd: as, he that should say, for tell me troth and lie not, lie me troth and tell not. (III. xv)
Puttenham gives a number of other examples, but his first is the best for our purposes, since it epitomizes the moral muddle lying at the heart of The Changeling with such uncanny aptness.
The central concern of The Changeling is the ease with which antithetical qualities can cross over and combine, to create a sense of moral confusion exactly like 'lie me troth'. This is seen on a number of levels, above all the moral and the emotional. It is also deployed with equal sharpness in verbal imagery, and its concrete corollary, stage symbol.
Hypallage in its emotional manifestation is the easiest to follow. Instead of 'lie me troth' we have, in effect, 'love me hate'. 
